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‘‘Two-step’’ model of molecular diffusion in silicalite
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The influence of the particle ‘‘memory’’ on long-range diffusion in the channel network of silicalite
is taken into account by considering pairs of subsequent steps between the channel intersections. It
is shown that in this case the correlation rule between the principal elements of the diffusion tensor
has to be modified by including an additional term, which takes account of the deviation of
molecular propagation from complete randomness. The obtained relations are discussed in terms of
molecular dynamics simulations of ethane in silicalite. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The confinement by the network of channels and
pores in zeolitic adsorbate–adsorbent systems of nonc
structure may have the effect that intracrystalline molecu
propagation in different directions is not independent fro
each other. Zeolite structures which may give rise to t
type of correlated motion involve ZSM-5~silicalite I!,
ZSM-11 ~silicalite II!, and chabazite.1–3 Experimental evi-
dence of this phenomenon, however, is difficult to provid
As a consequence of the small size of zeolite crystallites,
measurement of diffusion anisotropy either by transient
take techniques4–6 or by the pulsed field gradient~PFG!
nuclear magnetic resonance~NMR! method7–9 is subjected
to substantial experimental uncertainty, which may be
pected to be on the order of magnitude of the effects
correlated motion. Quantitatively, the effect of correlat
motion results in an interdependence of the main elemen
the diffusion tensor. For ZSM-5, e.g., the following relatio
has been derived:1,2

a2/Dx1b2/Dy5c2/Dz , ~1!

whereDx , Dy , Dz anda, b, c denote the main elements o
the diffusion tensor and the unit cell extensions inx, y andz
directions, respectively. Figure 1 schematically shows
structure of zeolite ZSM-5, where the full lines represent
axes of the zigzag channels~in the x direction! and of the
straight channels~in the y direction!, respectively. As a sole
condition for deriving Eq.~1!, molecular propagation from
one channel intersection to the subsequent one has bee
sumed to be independent of the history of the given m
ecule. When a molecule enters an intersection, it will p
ceed to one of the four adjacent ones with a probabi
independent of the channel section from which it has co
from. This assumption was not in conflict with the expe
mental data7–9 and has been, moreover, supported by
evidence of molecular dynamics~MD! simulations10–12 for

a!Electronic mail: demontis@ssmain.uniss.it
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simple, spherical molecules like xenon and methane. For
ficiently long alkanes, however, as a consequence of the
tial extension of the molecule, molecular propagation fro
one channel intersection to the next one cannot be expe
anymore to be independent of the trajectory. In these ca
clearly, substantial deviation from the correlation rule@Eq.
~1!# must occur, which have been exemplified in recent m
lecular simulations.13,14

As a first approximation, the correlation between sub
quent displacements from channel intersection to channe
tersection~i.e., between the vertices in Fig. 1! may be taken
into account by considering pairs of steps between sub
quent channel intersections. The consequences of su
‘‘two-step’’ model for long-range propagation and the corr
lation rule between the diffusivities in different direction
shall be derived and compared with the results of MD sim
lations for ethane in silicalite. For this purpose, we used
extension to the random-walk model used in Ref. 1, wh
takes into account all possible ‘‘coupled’’ displacemen
among three succeeding intersections. An accurate andex-
plicit calculation of the probability of each kind of event
carried out on the basis of MD trajectories. The simulatio
cover various cases in order to test the validity of the mo
and to gain insight into the diffusional mechanism of etha
under different conditions.

II. THE TWO-STEP MODEL

In this model two subsequent~‘‘single-step’’! displace-
ments between intersections are combined in a coupled~or
‘‘two-step’’ ! event. There are basically three kinds of su
coupled displacements: two steps in the straight channel,
steps in the zigzag channel or an interchange betw
straight and zigzag channels. Figure 1 shows examples
these three possibilities.

Let us look at the probabilities that, on its way throug
three subsequent intersections, a molecule crosses
straight channels (pss), two zigzag channels (pzz), a straight
3 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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channel followed by a zigzag one (psz) or a zigzag channe
followed by a straight one (pzs).

If the motion is uncorrelated, then these probabilities c
be written as

pss5ps
2 pzz5pz

2 psz5pzs5pspz , ~2!

which obviously obey the condition:

pss1pzz1psz1pzs5~ps1pz!
251. ~3!

ps and pz are the single-step probabilities that the molec
exit from an intersection to a straight channel or to a zigz
one, respectively. Note that the coupled displacements in
straight or zigzag channels could be both in the same di
tion (pss

s andpzz
s ) or in opposite directions (pss

o andpzz
o ): in

this last case the first and the third intersections are ident
i.e., the molecule returns to the starting intersection a
having visited a neighboring one. Obviously,pss5pss

s 1pss
o ,

andpzz5pzz
s 1pzz

o .
If we want to express the componentŝDx2(t)&,

^Dy2(t)& and^Dz2(t)& of the mean square displacement a
function of the measured numbers of coupled displaceme
it is very important to distinguish between the coupled d
placements in the same and in opposite directions. These
events do not take part in the overall motion of the molecu
Moreover, as visible from Fig. 1, the total displacement d
ing one two-step event clearly depends on the individ
steps: two displacements in thesamezigzag direction lead to
a displacement ofa alongx (a/2 being the distance betwee
two intersections along the zigzag channel, i.e., the lengt
each single step!; two displacements in thesamestraight
direction lead to a displacement ofb alongy (b/2 being the
distance between two intersections along the straight ch

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the channels geometry in a silic
unit cell; channels are represented by continuous lines. The three
coupled displacements are shown as thick lines: (sss), two displacements in
straight channels, in the samey direction; ~sw!, a switch from a straight to
a zigzag channel, or vice versa; (zzs), two displacements in zigzag channe
in the samex direction.
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nel!; finally, each switch event~with probability psw5psz

1pzs) leads to displacements ofa/2, b/2 andc/2 alongx, y
andz directions, respectively. This happens because ana/2
displacement followed by ab/2 one~or vice versa! necessar-
ily implies a c/2 displacement along thez direction. There-
fore, the correct expressions for the monodimensional m
square displacements~MSD! should be

^Dx2~ t !&5nzz
s ~ t !a21nsw~ t !~a/2!2, ~4!

^Dy2~ t !&5nss
s ~ t !b21nsw~ t !~b/2!2, ~5!

^Dz2~ t !&5nsw~ t !~c/2!2, ~6!

where then(t)s are the numbers of coupled events detec
in an observation timet. The correctness of these expre
sions may be verified by showing their coincidence with t
correlation rule for random propagation. For this purpose,
express the numbers of coupled events as a function of
numbersns and nz of single steps. In the case of rando
propagation, we havepzz

s 5pzz
o ~any difference betweenpzz

s

and pzz
o indicates deviations from strict randomness!. Note

that in the following the time dependency of then event
numbers will not be explicitly indicated, thereforen should
be readn(t), and so on.
From Eq.~2! we find

pzz5pzz
s 1pzz

o 5
~random case!

2pzz
s 52pzz

o , ~7!

hence

pzz
s 5pzz

o 5 1
2pz

25 1
2~nz /n!2. ~8!

We may use the notation

pzz
s 5nzz

s /n2 , ~9!

where n25nss1nzz1nsw is the total number of coupled
steps. It is equal toone halfof the total numbern of single
steps, because every coupled event is composed oftwo
single steps

n52n2 . ~10!

Thus, from Eqs.~8!, ~9! and ~10!,

nzz
s 5nzz

o 5 1
4nz

2/n. ~11!

With analogous calculations, one obtains

nss
s 5nss

o 5 1
4ns

2/n. ~12!

On the other hand, we can write:

psw5psz1pzs 5
~random case!

2psz52pzs52pspz , ~13!

hence

nsw/n252nsnz /n2, ~14!

and finally:

nsw5nsnz /n. ~15!

Substituting in Eqs.~4!–~6! the quantitiesnzz
s , nss

s andnsw by
the relations~11!, ~12! and ~15! as resulting for random
propagation from intersection to intersection, one obtains

^Dx2~ t !&5nz~a/2!2, ~16!

ite
in
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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^Dy2~ t !&5ns~b/2!2, ~17!

^Dz2~ t !&5nsnz /n~c/2!2. ~18!

From Eqs.~16!–~18! we find

a2

4^Dx2~ t !&
1

b2

4^Dy2~ t !&

5
1

nz
1

1

ns

5
n

nsnz
5

c2

4^Dz2~ t !&
, ~19!

which, due to

^Dx2~ t !&52Dxt; ^Dy2~ t !&52Dyt;

^Dz2~ t !&52Dzt ~20!

is nothing more than the correlation rule, Eq.~1!.
To derive the equivalent of the correlation rule, Eq.~1!,

for molecular propagation with non-negligible memory, w
introduce the quantities

Dnzz
s 5nzz

s 2 1
4nz

2/n, ~21a!

Dnzz
o 5nzz

o 2 1
4nz

2/n, ~21b!

Dnss
s 5nss

s 2 1
4ns

2/n, ~22a!

Dnss
o 5nss

o 2 1
4ns

2/n, ~22b!

Dnsw5nsw2nsnz /n, ~23!

representing the deviations of the actual number of two-s
events of a certain type from that of the completely rand
case, as provided by Eqs.~11!, ~12! and~15!. By introducing
Eqs.~21!–~23!, Eqs.~4!–~6! may be transferred into

^Dx2~ t !&5 1
4a

2~nz14Dnzz
s 1Dnsw!, ~24!

^Dy2~ t !&5 1
4b

2~ns14Dnss
s 1Dnsw!, ~25!

^Dz2~ t !&5 1
4c

2~nsnz /n1Dnsw!, ~26!

or

a2

4^Dx2~ t !&
5

1

nz14Dnzz
s 1Dnsw

'
1

nz
2

4Dnzz
s

nz
2 2

Dnsw

nz
2 ,

~27!

b2

4^Dy2~ t !&
5

1

ns14Dnss
s 1Dnsw

'
1

ns
2

4Dnss
s

ns
2 2

Dnsw

ns
2 ,

~28!

c2

4^Dz2~ t !&
5

1

nsnz

n
1Dnsw

'
1

nz
1

1

ns
2DnswS 1

ns
2 1

1

nz
2 1

2

nzns
D , ~29!

where we have made use of the fact thatnz1ns5n @Eq.
~10!# and that—as a first approximation—the deviatio
Dnzz

s , Dnss
s andDnsw are small in comparison withnz andns

@in particular, we assumed that:nz@(4Dnzz
s 1Dnsw) in Eq.
Downloaded 28 Oct 2008 to 192.167.65.24. Redistribution subject to AIP
p

~27!; ns@(4Dnss
s 1Dnsw) in Eq. ~28!; nsnz@nDnsw in Eq.

~29!#. We verified that the approximation is excellent for E
~28!, while the errors are between 5% and 15% for the
proximated Eqs.~27! and ~29!, compared with their exac
forms. For example, from Tab. III and VII, for 4 ethane/u.
at 300 K, one obtains: (4Dnzz

s 1Dnsw)/nz520.38; (4Dnss
s

1Dnsw)/ns520.02; nDnsw/(nsnz)520.38.
Combining Eqs.~27!–~29! yields

a2

4^Dx2~ t !&
1

b2

4^Dy2~ t !&
'

c2

4^Dz2~ t !&
2

4Dnzz
s

nz
2 2

4Dnss
s

ns
2

1
2Dnsw

nsnz
, ~30!

hence via Eqs.~20!

a2

Dx
1

b2

Dy
'

c2

Dz
2

32Dnzz
s

nz•~nz /t !
2

32Dnss
s

ns•~ns /t !
1

16Dnsw

nsnz /t
.

~31!

Finally, combining Eqs.~16!–~18! with Eqs. ~20!, in first
order approximation the quantitiesnz /t andns /t on the right
side of Eq.~31! may be replaced by 8Dx /a2 and 8Dy /b2,
respectively, while the quantitynsnz /t may be replaced by
8nDz /c2. Thus one obtains the generalized correlation ru

a2

Dx
S 11

4Dnzz
s

nz
D 1

b2

Dy
S 11

4Dnss
s

ns
D 5

c2

Dz
S 11

2Dnsw

n D .

~32!

Equation~32! quantitatively relates the diffusivities in thex
andy direction to the diffusivity in thez direction, if subse-
quent displacements between the channel intersections
correlated. As to be expected, any preferential continua
of propagation in the same type of channel segme
which—according to Eqs.~21! and ~22!—corresponds to
positiveDnzz

s andDnss
s values, leads to a decrease inDz in

comparison with the prediction of the correlation rule@Eq.
~1!#, for completely random propagation. Moreover, a
preferential tendency to switch channel segment, entai
positiveDnsw values, leads to an increase ofDz in compari-
son with the value predicted by Eq.~1!. It is doubtless a
challenging task of further research to use Eq.~32! for study-
ing correlation effects in molecular dynamics on the basis
experimental data on diffusion anisotropy.

In the following, the potentials of Eqs.~4!–~6! for quan-
titatively predicting molecular propagation patterns in s
calite shall be investigated by MD simulations.

III. SIMULATIONS

The simulation box consisted of two silicalite unit cel
~cf. Fig. 1! superimposed alongz ~the unit cell edges were
a520.022 Å, b519.899 Å, c513.383 Å), resulting in 576
framework atoms~192 Si and 384 O!. The full flexibility of
the silicalite lattice was accounted for by a harmonic mod
described in detail in Refs. 15 and 16. Ethane is modeled
two point sites representing methyl groups, the site-to-
intermolecular potential being of the Lennard-Jones for
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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the intramolecular interaction is represented with a Mo
potential. The intra and intermolecular parameters adop
are reported in Ref. 17.

Four MD simulations at 300 K have been carried o
with 1, 2, 4 and 6 ethane molecules per unit cell. The equ
bration run length was 400 ps, during which the atom velo
ties, starting from zero, were adequately rescaled to ach
the desired temperature. Having previously17 established tha
a 3 ns ‘‘production’’ run with 4 ethane molecules per un
cell gave a good statistical accuracy, we extended the le
of the trajectories with lower loadings to 12 ns for 1 etha
u.c., and to 6 ns for 2 ethane/u.c., in order to obtain a r
sonably accurate sampling of the phase space in all ca
Another two simulations of 3 ns at 400 and 500 K we
carried out with 4 molecules/u.c. The center of mass coo
nates of ethane molecules were stored every 32 fs.

IV. TRAJECTORIES ANALYSIS

The analysis of the motion is based on an accurate m
ping of the different zones in which the micropores of s
calite can be divided; the projection of a trajectory in thexy
plane@Fig. 2~a!, run at 500 K# shows that the various zone
~straight channels, zig-zag channels and intersections! are
well defined using only these two coordinates. Thexy plane
was then divided into:

~a! straight channel sections: rectangles with edges 5.
~along y) and 4.8 Å~along x) centered atx50,610,
620, . . . andy50,610,620, . . . ,

~b! zig-zag channel sections~whosexy projection is actu-
ally straight!: rectangles with edges 5.2 Å~along x)
and 4.8 Å ~along y), centered at x565,615,
625, . . . andy565,615,625, . . . ,

~c! intersections between two orthogonal channels: squ
with edges of 4.8 Å, centered atx50,610,620, . . .
andy565,615,625, . . . .

The division is sketched in Fig. 2~b!, in which a part of Fig.
2~a! is enlarged, and the intersection region centered ax
50, y525) is shown. It must be remarked that the chan
sections are often considered longer than 5.2 Å, and
width of the intersections, projected on the plane, can
lower than 4.8 Å. But, looking at thexy projection of our
trajectories, we found this division more suitable to descr
them; indeed, in our case, it is very important to know wh
a particle reaches or leaves an intersection~see below!, and
with shorter intersection edges some cases would not h
been correctly considered. Moreover, the probability of tw
step events of opposite direction clearly increases with la
extension of the considered intersection range~we verified
that this is mainly valid for the straight channel, while th
effect is much smaller for the zigzag channel whose pecu
topology considerably hinders a molecule from continuing
the samex direction!. In this way, the benefit of the gene
alized correlation rule, Eq.~32!, in comparison with Eq.~1!
should become more pronounced.

In the xy plane every intersection could then be iden
fied as a couple of integers (n,m) corresponding to the in
tersection center, expressed in Å. The path of a molecu
described in terms of the succession ofdifferentintersections
Downloaded 28 Oct 2008 to 192.167.65.24. Redistribution subject to AIP
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reached, i.e., in terms of the corresponding sequence
(n,m) pairs. This sequence is then analyzed starting from
first intersection, and establishing what kind of coupled d
placement has led the molecule to the second and then to
third intersection; this step is then repeated starting from
second intersection in the series, and so on. Results are
eraged over all molecules. The number and the duration
each kind of single and two-step displacements found
recorded and averaged. Note thatall subsequent intersection
are taken as origins in order to achieve the best statis
possible. But the applications of the two-step model, wh
is based on jumps from the first to the third intersection, th
from the third to the fifth one, and so on, requires that
event numbers calculated in this way must be divided
two.

Some errors could stem from the application of the g
metrical criterion described above to these trajectories.
conservation of the total linear momentum of our syst

FIG. 2. Projection on thexy plane of the trajectory of an ethane molecule
silicalite ~trajectory length: 3 ns,T5500 K). ~b! Enlargement of a part of
~a!, showing in detail the intersection region centered atx50, y525.
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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~which is zero, as the initial velocities are! leads to a result-
ing nonzero linear momentum for the framework. This m
mentum, albeit small, results in a slow translational mot
of the whole framework, which does not much affect t
values of the diffusion coefficients and other dynamical va
ables, but could be very important when the coordinates
the particles are mapped on the basis of theinitial position of
the framework, as in the present case. For example, aft
ns, we found in some cases displacements of 2–3 Å of thx
coordinate ofall framework atoms compared to the starti
values, indicating a slow overall translational motion alongx
~obviously, the displacement could also be observed in o
directions!. We solved this problem by referring the store
coordinates of the guest particles to the initial position of
framework center of mass, i.e., before the storage, the p
tion vectorsr i were scaled as

r i~ t !5r i~ t !2Dr cm,f~ t !, ~33!

where i stands for the guest particles, andDr cm,f(t) is the
difference between the position of the framework center
mass at timet and its initial position, att50. The trajectories
obtained in this way are then suitable for the right appli
tion of the geometrical mapping criterion, because the m
tion of the particles is always referred to the same~initial!
geometry of the framework. Note that this correction leads
slight variations in the calculated diffusion coefficients co
pared to the values previously obtained for the same sys
without the correction for the framework motion.17 It should

FIG. 3. Mean square displacement curves obtained according to the
step model~dashed line!, one-step model~dot-dashed line! and Eq.~5! ~solid
line!: ~a! T5300 K, 1 molecule/u.c.;~b! T5300 K, 2 molecule/u.c.;~c! T
5300 K, 4 molecule/u.c.;~d! T5300 K, 6 molecule/u.c.;~e! T5400 K, 4
molecule/u.c.;~f! T5500 K, 4 molecule/u.c.
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be noted that in Eqs.~4!–~6! the time dependence of th
monodimensional MSDs is associated with the time dep
dence ofnzz

s , nss
s andnsw. One simple but inaccurate way t

proceed could be to calculate thenzz
s , nss

s and nsw values
from the full trajectory~averaging over all molecules!; then
the t value will be equal to the trajectory lengthtRUN. But
some inaccuracy stems from the fact that only one trajec
would be considered in each case, and moreover the
evolution of the MSDs could not be followed in this way.
is more interesting to study the time evolution of the MS
as calculated by Eqs.~4!–~6!, in order to better assess the
validity by comparison with the values obtained through t
standard method, i.e.,

Dr 2~ t !5
1

N0N (
t051

N0

(
i 51

N

ur i~ t01t !2r i~ t0!u2, ~34!

where ther is are the center of mass coordinates of eth
molecules, and the average is overN molecules andN0 time
origins.

The MSD obtained by Eq.~34! @which should obviously
be compared with thesumof Eqs.~4!–~6!# is in the present
case a sort of ‘‘experimental’’ value useful to test the the
retical model presented. Moreover, if the single-event nu
bersns andnz are also calculated as a function of the tim
the reliability of Eqs.~16!–~18! could also be evaluated. Th

o-

TABLE I. Diffusion coefficients at different loadings (/1029 m2 s21).

Loading
~molecule/u.c.! D Dx Dy Dz

1
2(Dx1Dy)/Dz

1 a 6.9 5.7 13.1 1.8 5.2
b 7.6 8.6 12.2 2.1 4.9
c 9.6 13.4 12.4 2.9 4.4

2 a 5.3 5.7 8.3 2.0 3.5
b 7.6 8.2 12.6 2.0 5.2
c 10.4 14.3 13.8 3.2 4.4

4 a 5.3 5.5 9.1 1.2 6.3
b 6.7 7.6 10.7 1.6 5.7
c 8.7 12.4 11.0 2.7 4.3

6 a 3.0 2.9 5.3 0.7 6.0
b 4.8 5.1 7.9 1.3 5.0
c 7.2 10.0 9.4 2.2 4.4

aValues obtained by the standard method@Eq. ~34!#.
bValues obtained according to the two-step model@Eqs.~4!–~6!#.
cValues obtained according to the one-step model@Eqs.~16!–~18!#.

TABLE II. Diffusion coefficients at different temperatures (/1029 m2 s21).

T ~K! D Dx Dy Dz
1
2(Dx1Dy)/Dz

300 a 5.3 5.5 9.1 1.2 6.3
b 6.7 7.6 10.7 1.6 5.7
c 8.7 12.4 11.0 1.7 4.3

400 a 8.0 7.7 14.7 1.5 7.5
b 9.6 11.2 15.1 2.5 5.3
c 12.0 16.7 15.7 3.7 4.4

500 a 11.0 8.1 22.5 2.3 6.7
b 12.1 13.8 19.1 3.4 4.8
c 15.4 19.9 21.7 4.8 4.3

aValues obtained by the standard method@Eq. ~34!#.
bValues obtained according to the two-step model@Eqs.~4!–~6!#.
cValues obtained according to the one-step model@Eqs.~16!–~18!#.
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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TABLE III. Event numbers~probabilities! per molecule at different loadings (t51 ns).

Loading
~molecule/u.c.! ns nz nss

s nss
o nzz

s nzz
o nsw nsz nzs n1 n2

1 26.53 26.46 4.16 4.44 1.98 6.58 9.32 4.66 4.65 53.0 2
~0.501! ~0.499! ~0.157! ~0.168! ~0.075! ~0.248! ~0.352! ~0.176! ~0.176!

2 29.97 29.02 4.60 5.84 1.86 8.11 9.07 4.53 4.53 59.0 2
~0.507! ~0.492! ~0.156! ~0.198! ~0.063! ~0.275! ~0.307! ~0.154! ~0.154!

4 23.04 24.95 3.78 4.05 1.99 6.79 7.37 3.68 3.68 48.0 2
~0.48! ~0.52! ~0.157! ~0.169! ~0.083! ~0.283! ~0.307! ~0.154! ~0.153!

6 19.78 20.21 2.77 4.20 1.09 6.10 5.82 2.91 2.91 40.0 2
~0.494! ~0.506! ~0.139! ~0.21! ~0.055! ~0.305! ~0.291! ~0.145! ~0.145!
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time dependence of the event numbers can be deduce
calculating the average number of each kind of event
served in a timet0 going from 0 totRUN, wheretRUN is the
full trajectory length. Whent0,tRUN there will be a large
number of time intervals of such length in the trajectory, a
an accurate average can be made over all such interval
other words all the intervals of the ‘‘right’’ lengtht0 present
in the trajectory of each molecule are taken into accoun
the calculation of the numbers of interest~such asnzz

s , etc.!,
which will represent the number of events observed int0 .
Note that every time a specific event is observed, its dura
is also recorded, so that the time evolution of the charac
istic durations of each event could be observed. The stat
cal accuracy of the calculated numbers and timelength
clearly improved with this method, because it correspond
the evaluation of a large number of trajectories instead
only one. As for a typical correlation functions calculatio
the number of trajectories accounted for decreases with
creasing time, becoming one fort5tRUN, and the statistica
accuracy becomes worse.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Direct calculation of diffusion coefficients by one-
and two-step models

In Fig. 3 the three mean square displacement curves
culated according to Eqs.~4!–~6! ~two-step model!, Eqs.
~16!–~18! ~one-step model! and Eq.~34! ~standard MSD cal-
culation! are shown for each case studied here. It is imme
ately clear that both the diffusion models considered alw
overestimate the MSD with respect to the standard va
obtained from Eq.~34!. At the same time, it is evident tha
the two-step model always gives a good estimate of the m
square displacement: actually this model only slightly ov
estimates the ‘‘real’’ MSD value in its linear region~80–240
ps!, whose slope was chosen to measure the diffusion c
t 2008 to 192.167.65.24. Redistribution subject to AIP
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ficient values. The agreement seems to improve at hig
temperatures: at 500 K@Fig. 3~f!# the two curves are very
close. It is interesting to note that the curves calculated
cording to Eqs.~4!–~6! and Eqs.~16!–~18! always show a
very linear trend, also at longer times than those sho
while the MSD calculated by Eq.~34! is more sensitive to
the higher statistical inaccuracy with increasing correlat
time, showing a less linear trend at longer times, as it
already evident from Fig. 3.

The diffusion coefficients obtained from a linear fit
the real MSD curves calculated by Eq.~34! in the 80–240 ps
region are reported in Tables I and II, indicated by the~a!
notation. There is only a slight decrease with increas
loading from 1 to 4 ethane molecules/unit cell, while a n
decrease is observed going to 6 molecules/u.c. Longer s
lation runs, also with intermediate and higher loadin
would probably help to better elucidate this trend. T
‘‘anomalous’’ behavior observed for the 2 molecules/u
simulation ~see below! emerges also when the anisotrop
factor 1

2(Dx1Dy)/Dz is calculated.1 All studied cases give
values greater than 4.4~in agreement with the random wal
model!, except that with 2 molecules/u.c. The increase w
the temperature was already accounted for in a previ
paper,17 where the Arrhenius parameters for the diffusi
process were calculated and discussed. More informa
could be obtained looking again at Tables I and II, where
diffusion coefficients obtained from the MSDs calculated
the models are also reported. The~b! and~c! notations indi-
cate values obtained from the two- and one-step model,
spectively. The main source of error for the one-step mo
appears to be the far too high value ofDx , which is even
slightly higher than the correspondingDy value in almost all
cases. Indeed, theDy values obtained according to the tw
models are always similar. The diffusional anisotropy ch
acteristic of silicalite, which should lead toDy values signifi-
4.0

33.0

43.5
TABLE IV. Event numbers~probabilities! per molecule at different temperatures (t51 ns).

T(K) ns nz nss
s nss

o nzz
s nzz

o nsw nsz nzs n1 n2

300 23.04 24.95 3.78 4.05 1.99 6.79 7.37 3.68 3.68 48.0 2
~0.48! ~0.52! ~0.157! ~0.169! ~0.083! ~0.283! ~0.307! ~0.154! ~0.153!

400 32.721 33.279 4.935 5.858 2.862 8.209 11.135 5.568 5.567 66.0
~0.495! ~0.505! ~0.149! ~0.177! ~0.087! ~0.249! ~0.337! ~0.169! ~0.169!

500 46.466 40.534 6.099 9.249 2.861 9.521 15.770 7.881 7.889 87.0
~0.534! ~0.466! ~0.140! ~0.213! ~0.066! ~0.219! ~0.363! ~0.181! ~0.182!
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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cantly greater thanDx , is not reproduced at all with the
direct application of Eqs.~16!–~18!.

Tables III and IV report the numbers of single- and tw
step events found in the simulations, together with their
spective probabilities. The last two columns report the to
numbers of single steps and two steps recorded. In orde
compare each other with the event numbers, the values
tained for t51 ns have been listed. This choice oft is not
crucial for a comparison of the results, due to the very lin
trend of the MSD curves calculated by Eqs.~4!–~6! and Eqs.
~16!–~18!. It could be argued that the reported numbers
events are rather small; actually, if we increased the ‘‘obs
vation time’’ t, we would obtain greater numbers, but a
fected by higher errors, due to the lower number of tim
intervals of durationt included in the average. For exampl
if we took t53 ns for the 4 ethane/u.c. case, we would obt
the largest event numbers possible (t being equal to the full
trajectory length! but at the same time they would be cons
erably inaccurate~having been computed from asingle time
interval!. The accuracy of the numbers obtained witht
51 ns is doubtless better, with the present trajectory len
In order to record as many events as possible, also with g
statistical accuracy, very long trajectories would be need
but this would also require prohibitive calculation times.

Looking at Tables III and IV, it is interesting to observ
the total number of events (n1 or n2). While, on one hand,
these numbers obviously increase with temperature, on
other hand the trend with different loadings is not so cle
showing a maximum for 2 molecules/u.c, and a net decre
with higher loadings. This point reflects in some way t
trend of the diffusion coefficientsversusethane loading.

Turning to the specific event numbers, it should be
marked that the only case in which a significant differen
betweenns andnz is present is the 500 K simulation; in a
the other cases the difference is very small and cannot
plain alone the diffusional anisotropy of ethane, as we
ready saw in Tables I and II. In other words the single-s
model, when applied in this ‘‘direct’’ way, fails to reproduc
the observed differences in the monodimensional diffus
coefficients. Indeed, looking at Eqs.~16!–~18!, any differ-
ence betweenDy andDx could only arise fromns.nz , but
we obtainns>nz in almost all cases. On the other hand, E

FIG. 4. Histograms of the event probabilities at different loadingsT
5300 K).
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~4!–~6! show that the anisotropy should result from a diffe
ence between the number of ‘‘double-straight’’ eventsnss

s

and the number of ‘‘double-zig-zag’’ eventsnzz
s , which is

actually always present (nss
s >2nzz

s ). Therefore, the two-step
model seems to work better also in the prediction of
diffusional anisotropy.

But how are the diffusion coefficients influenced b
slight variations in thenzz

s , nss
s andnsw numbers? From Eqs

~4!–~6!, by puttinga>b>20 Å, one obtains

Dr 2~ t !~Å 2!>400@nss
s ~ t !1nzz

s ~ t !#1245nsw~ t !. ~35!

This equality shows that the total number of switches ha
much lower weight on the overall MSD than the sum of t
numbers of straight-to-straight and zigzag-to-zigzag coup
events. Actually, this sum is about six events/molecule
the 1, 2, and 4 molecules/u.c. cases, and falls to about
for the 6 molecules/u.c. loading, in which case a net decre
of the diffusion coefficient was observed. The same s
rises to>8 at 400 K and to>9 at 500 K, but also with a
significant increase innsw.

FIG. 5. Histograms of the event probabilities at different temperatu
(loading54 molecules/u.c.).

FIG. 6. Trend of the average event timelengths as a function of the tim
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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TABLE V. Event timelengths~ps! at different loadings.

Loading
~molecule/u.c.! ts tz tss

s tss
o tzz

s tzz
o tsw tsz tzs t1 t2

1 17.75 19.74 31.48 34.88 41.48 37.83 40.32 38.26 42.38 18.74 3
2 17.41 16.69 34.35 31.28 42.36 30.40 37.45 34.38 40.51 17.04 3
4 20.94 21.20 38.17 38.42 45.83 39.64 47.56 44.49 50.62 21.08 4
6 25.99 24.16 48.87 50.83 61.52 45.98 52.45 50.93 53.98 25.07 5
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B. Qualitative interpretation of the diffusional
mechanism

From a general point of view, we could gain insight in
the diffusional mechanism from the analysis of the ev
probabilities, which are not influenced by the different to
number of events in the various cases. As shown in the
tograms of Figs. 4 and 5, the least probable event is cle
the zigzag-to-zigzag (zzs) double-stepin the same direction,
while the most probable one is again the double-zigzag s
but in opposite directions. The general trend is

pzz
s ,pss

s >psz5pzs<pss
o ,pzz

o

~note thatpsw52psz52pzs, but a meaningful compariso
should obviously be separately made with each one of
two possible switch events!. Only at 500 K is a deviation
from this trend observed: there, the two events connecte
the ‘‘coming back’’ of the molecule into the starting inte
section, i.e., sso and zzo happen with almost the same pro
ability. However, it is remarkable that the general trend
almost unchanged in all cases, indicating that the diffus
mechanism should not be influenced by the different load
and temperature.

This mechanism seems to indicate that when an eth
molecule coming from a zigzag channel reaches an inter
tion, it will often reverse its motion, coming back to th
previous intersection; on the other hand, a molecule com
from a straight channel has almost equal probabilities to c
tinue in the same direction, to switch to a zigzag channe
to return to its starting intersection. The timelength char
teristic of each event was calculated simultaneously with
event numbers: when a determinate event was found in
examination of the trajectory, its duration was also record
therefore the timelength of each event is also a function
the time: i.e., considering trajectory fractions of 2 ns w
could find that the mean timelength of, e.g., straight-
straight ~same direction! steps is 30 ps@then tss

s (t052 ns)
530 ps# and with a differentt0 value ~which will also in-
clude different intervals in the average! the same timelength
may slightly vary. The time evolution of the timelength
relative to the five different two-step events for the
molecule/u.c., 300 K case is shown in Fig. 6. As expect
t 2008 to 192.167.65.24. Redistribution subject to AIP
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all the curves are almost constant; however, in the follow
discussion we will consider the values corresponding tt
51 ns, as for the event numbers calculation. Tables V
VI report the calculated timelengths. The overall timeleng
of single events was calculated as

t15psts1pztz , ~36!

while for the coupled events we have

t25pss
s tss

s 1pss
o tss

o 1pzz
s tzz

s 1pzz
o tzz

o 1pswtsw. ~37!

Obviously the relationt252t1 is exactly obeyed. The ob
served trend as a function of the loading shows similar v
ues for the overall timelengths in the 1 and 2 molecule/u
cases, and a net decrease going to higher loadingst2

>50 ps for the 6 molecules/u.c. case. This trend again
flects the situation already observed for the event numb
the 2 molecules/u.c. case presents thehighestaverage num-
ber of events, and thelowestaverage event timelength. Not
that this point does not necessarily lead to a greater t
MSD: actually, the above averages regardall events, includ-
ing those in opposite directions, and do not take into acco
the different distributions and probabilities of each eve
Indeed, the two MSD curves for the 1 and 2 molecule/u
cases, calculated by Eqs.~4!–~6!, are very close at all times
The increase of the temperature leads to the expected ov
decrease of event timelengths (t1 and t2).

The slowest events are the switches and the zigzag
zigzag displacements in the same direction, in practically
cases, while the other three displacements are always 5
ps faster~Figs. 7 and 8!. Moreover, it should be remarke
that the straight-to-zigzag interchange is always significan
faster than the zigzag-to-straight one~Tables V and VI!. This
last observation is in agreement with previous MD simu
tions of butane in silicalite,18 where the orientational decor
relation times of sorbate alongx andy directions were cal-
culated. There it was found that the decay time alongx was
significantly greater than that alongy. The decay time along
x is proportional to the timelength of zigzag to straight i
terchanges, while the straight to zigzag switch timelen
determines the decay time alongy; thus thes-z switch was
faster as we find for ethane.
2.1
0.21
3.11
TABLE VI. Event timelengths~ps! at different temperatures.

T(K) ts tz tss
s tss

o tzz
s tzz

o tsw tsz tzs t1 t2

300 20.94 21.20 38.17 38.42 45.83 39.64 47.56 44.49 50.62 21.08 4
400 14.42 15.80 25.79 27.22 33.16 30.01 33.21 31.74 34.67 15.12 3
500 11.09 12.06 21.67 18.95 26.41 22.51 25.79 24.30 27.28 11.54 2
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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C. Application of the modified correlation rule

In order to test the validity of the modified correlatio
rule, Eq. ~32!, the deviations of the actual two-step eve
numbers from their random-walk values, as expressed
Eqs. ~21!–~23!, need to be calculated. The ‘‘delta’’ value
obtained from the numbers of Tables III and IV are repor
in Table VII. Note that these values are differences betw
numbers averaged over all molecules and over all 1 ns t
intervals present in the MD trajectories, so that they sho
be read asDnzz

s (t51 ns) and so on. The largest deviatio
have been found for the switch events, while the displa
ments in the straight channels show a behavior more sim
to an ‘‘uncorrelated’’ one. Note also that the deviations fro
the ‘‘theoretical’’ values are always negative for thensw and
nzz

s values, i.e., there is a lower tendency towards such ki
of events than what is expected on the hypothesis of a
randomization of the molecular migration between inters
tions. Conversely, theDnss

s values are always>0, indicating
that when a molecule moving along they direction enters an
intersection, it tends to continue in the same direction w
greater probability, compared to the random case. Clearly
sum of all the deviations, includingDnzz

o andDnss
o must be

close to zero

SD5Dnzz
s 1Dnzz

o1Dnss
s 1Dnss

o 1Dnsw

5nzz
s 1nzz

o 1nss
s 1nss

o 1nsw

22•~ 1
4!nz

2/n22•~ 1
4!ns

2/n2nzns /n

5n2~nz
21ns

212nsnz!/n50, ~38!

where we have made use of Eq.~10! and of Eqs.~21!–~23!.
This entails that any deficiency~excess! of a specific kind of
event will be balanced by an accompanying excess~defi-
ciency! of another kind of event.

The results of Table VII seem to show that correlati
effects are important, especially for the switches~which are
much less than in the case of uncorrelated motion! and for
thez-z ~opposite direction! events, whose number is consi
erably higher than the ‘‘uncorrelated’’ one. The questi
arises whether these deviations areonly due to correlation
effects; actually a few switches are observed because
molecule tends to maintain its direction of motion, in pa

FIG. 7. Histograms of the event timelengths at different loadingsT
5300 K).
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ticular alongy, and this is mainly a ‘‘memory’’ effect. At the
same time, the shape of zig-zag channels determines the
currence of many bouncing-back events, and this may
considered both a kinetic and a memory effect. In oth
words, although the duration of single steps (;20 ps, Table
V! seems to be long enough to randomize the motion o
small molecule like ethane, the data of Table VII point o
that the motion of ethane in silicalite is considerably infl
enced by memory effects.

Table VIII compares theDz values obtained by the stan
dard method@Eq. ~34!# to those obtained by inserting th
‘‘experimental’’ Dx andDy @i.e., obtained by Eq.~34!# into
the correlation rule expressions, Eqs.~1! and~32!. The modi-
fied correlation rule does not always predictDz values better
than the first-approximation rule, Eq.~1!, but for the runs
with 4 and 6 molecules/u.c. the introduction of the deviatio
seems to work in the right way, i.e., Eq.~32! givesDz values
closer to the right~second column! ones.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We attempted to illuminate the effects that the parti
‘‘memory’’ of its previous path may have on the overa
propagation in silicalite-type zeolites. One may argue t
such effects should be most important only for~relatively!
long-chain alkanes, but we also found that for the etha
case they are non-negligible. Indeed, the deviations of
event numbers from their uncorrelated values~Table VII! are
considerably different from zero in all cases, showing tha
completely random description of the motion between int
sections would be not exact.

FIG. 8. Histograms of the event timelengths at different temperatu
(loading54 molecule/u.c.).

TABLE VII. Deviations of the two-step event numbers from their theor
ical ~uncorrelated! values.

Loading ~molecules/u.c.! Dnzz
s Dnss

s Dnsw Dnzz
o Dnss

o

1 21.32 0.84 23.92 3.28 1.12
2 21.71 0.79 25.67 4.54 2.03
4~300 K! 21.25 1.01 24.61 3.55 1.28
4~400 K! 21.33 0.88 25.36 4.01 1.80
4~500 K! 21.86 20.10 25.88 4.8 3.04
6 21.46 0.32 24.17 3.55 1.75
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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The proposed two-step model, which takes accoun
such deviations, has been tested against the diffusion
obtained by the standard analysis of the MD simulation
sults, Eq.~34!. The direct application of the two-step mod
to the calculation of the monodimensional MSDs, throu
Eqs.~4!–~6!, gives considerably better results than those
tained from the ‘‘uncorrelated’’ Eqs.~16!–~18!. The two-
step model works better both in the characterization of
diffusional anisotropy and in the prediction of the total d
fusion coefficient. Anyway, both models are approxima
and overestimate the mean square displacements; how
since the two-step model may be considered an higher-o
approximation compared to the random-walk description
is likely that an N-step model~with N.2) could further
improve the agreement between the theory~i.e., jump model
results! and ‘‘experiment’’~i.e., standard MD results, which
in turn, agree well with the measured values, see Ref. 1!.

It is worth noting that the proposed probabilistic mode
may considerably extend the space and time scales of
standard MD results; this follows from the high lineari
with time of the MSD curves obtained from the two-st
model, which in turn stems from the constant-with-time
tios between the calculatedn numbers. In other words, th
event probabilities obtained from a direct event analy
could probably define the diffusional behavior of the m
ecules on very long time scales, compared to the stan
analysis.

Some interesting insights into the qualitative features
the propagation have been also obtained from an analys

TABLE VIII. Dz values obtained by the standard method@Eq. ~34!#, by the
first correlation rule@Eq. ~1!# and by the modified correlation rule@Eq. ~32!#
(/1029 m2 s21).

Loading ~molecules/u.c.! Dz ~standard! Dz @Eq. ~1!# Dz @Eq. ~32!#

1 1.8 1.78 1.69
2 2.0 1.51 1.36
4~300 K! 1.2 1.54 1.32
4~400 K! 1.5 2.26 2.03
4~500 K! 2.3 2.67 2.67
6 0.7 0.84 0.79
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the various event probabilities and characteristic timeleng
under different temperature and concentration conditions

Finally, it has been shown that the original random c
relation rule between the elements of the diffusional ten
may in some cases be improved by including the abo
mentioned deviations, as calculated according to the t
step model. It is likely that the modified correlation ru
could work even better when applied to the diffusion
longer-chain alkanes, in which case larger deviations fr
randomness than for ethane must be expected.
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